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MCC Receives Toyota
Technical Award

A First Look at First Monday

by Jenn Taylor
A number of different topics conAdvertising and Business Manager cerning access to, use, and safety of
LIVING WITH GUN VIOLENCE- guns were discussed, including: gun
by Diana Hodges New York including the Buffalo that's a way of life that many would tracking systems using finger prints,
like to see changed. Action toward a federal firearms license to buy or
Staff Writer area.
sell guns, and
that
goal was taken
WHAT A WONDERFUL FEELRob Brown said he is very proud
ING... LEXUS/TOYOTA. That's the of the ranking. "This is a huge honor. Monday, October "Guns are a bigger part of trigger locks
to accompany
song heard all over MCC's We're the best of the best!" Brown 2nd, as students,
Automotive Technician Training himself was named one of the top faculty and staff life here than in other
all guns.
Center this weekOne other
instructors in gathered to take parts of the world where
end as Rob Brown,
topic
disthe nation by part in a discussion
assistant professor
there
are
more
restriccussed
at
Toyota in 1990. hosted by Phi
length,
relaand coordinator of
"When I walk Theta Kappa and
tions. In order to carry a tively speakMCC's T-TEN prointo dealerships, featuring
NYS
was
gram, flies out to
all the other faces Assembly mem- gun, you must be ready to ing,
Project Exile,
sunny California to
I see are our forbers David Koon use that gun."
and its success
receive the recogmer students. It's
and
Susan
John.
in the area.
nition award from
a great feeling
-Assemblyman
Koon's
position
Project Exile
After
a
brief
openToyota for being
knowing most
is
a gun-vioing,
the
group
the number fourth
of those skilled
on the right to bear arms.
lence
initiative
training center in
technicians are viewed an approxithat
prosethe country.
the
students mately 20- minute-long video photo cutes anyone caught with an illegal
you've had in album of Jennifer Koon, David gun. Ramifications can be as severe
M C C ' s
class before."
Lexus/Toyota proKoon's daughter, whose untimely as that which the name of the program, established
We wish him death was a result of gun violence.
gram eludes to- exile from the state.
in 1986, offers
"bon voyage,"
Guns, being the 'great equalizer,'
After the video was finished,
associate's degrees Rob Brown receiving the award
and the best of Koon started discussion with the have saved lives, too. In response to
in automotive techphoto by Diana Hodges luck
on the
that fact, Assemblyman Koon says,
nology and serves as the main sup- Pebble Beach Golf Course. He statement: "Now we can talk about "In order to carry a gun, you must be
gun violence. That's how it affects ready to use that gun."
plier of certified technicians to deserves it for all of his hard work.
people's
lives, folks."
Lexus/Toyota dealerships in Western
is no longer going to be the most ministering for over 40 years I've personal belief, that's Joan-Ann's
popular man on the planet would be seen a couple of patterns. One is that belief, is that each and every one of
Charles P. Palmatier a good symbolism. And the combi- many students who were raised in us has to go through a conversion
Staff Writer nation of the culture, the African Catholic families, that had to go to process, (we are interrupted by a
THIS IS PART TWO OF THE concept that it takes a village to raise church every Sunday, had to follow group of well wishers, passing by)
interview with Joan-Ann Kirkery- a child. The African concept of to all the rules of the church, stay as far That each of us has to go through a
personal conProsser who was the MCC Chaplin use a word that many people consid- away from the
"I'm
a
firm
believer
that
version that
for the past six years and has left to er a four letter word, community or church as possiGod sends signs."
just because
And they
pursue her doctorate. As we sat and communism that they all help each ble.
an individual
want nothing to
talked we were interrupted many other, one never has to work.
-Joan-Ann
Kirkery-Prosser
is baptized,
times by well wishes and colleagues
I believe that, as they taught us, do with it. Then
of hers who were sad to see to her the Holy Spirit, tries to influence the there are others, who were baptized goes to religious class does not mean
leave MCC.
Cardinals when they make a deci- Catholic, maybe received their first that person actually has faith. And I
Monroe Doctrine (MD): With the sion. The question is are they willing communion and then had no further still remember immediately after
Pope's health the way it is, there's to listen. But 1 don't doubt that the contact with the church and they're Vatican II in 1966 attending a
been talk of an African-American Holy Spirit is trying to give us curious. They come and they want to Religious Ed planning session,
know; what is this Catholicism of where we said that one of the greatbeing nominated Pope.
insights.
Joan-Ann: It won't be an AfricanMD: Do you think a lot of stu- which I was baptized and often est fallacies of the past was that we
American, but there's one from dents, when they come to school, times, they become the most active just assumed that all the children in
Nigeria and another Cardinal from they tend to
members. religion had the faith because they
Did
y
o
u
k
n
o
w
.
.
.
were all baptized. And guess what?
Benign, both African. I think if loose reliA n d
either one was chosen, it would be a gion or try to
there's a That's not true. And so, I think each
of us has to go through a conversion
real insight and a real symbolism for find it?
group
at
some point and say, I believe this
...the Lost and
the elimination of racism. So many
who just
Joanpeople go to Mass and communion Ann: It's a
f o l l o w because I believe it. Not because my
Found
is
located
and then use racist terms and are still very intertheir fami- Mother told me to believe it or Father
essentially racist. It's a difficult esting paralies foot- told me to believe it. Because I
in
The
Public
Safety
topic because they're both very con- dox.
steps and believe it. And in that process, I may
Over
servative, (laughs) But lots of times, the
come to discover that another denomination
years,
Office 7-341?
such as Pope John XXIII, a Pope can and
mass and or religion is the right path for me.
I've
(X2901)
surprise us. I think the symbolism been in colso forth. I'm a firm believer in one truth in
(continued on page 2)
that it represents, that the white man lege and or
But my
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Joan-Ann Kirkery-Prosser, cont.
many paths. But I would say that 90
percent of the people with whom I
associate in Religious Ed, in Campus
Ministry accept the idea that you
have to go through your own personal conversion. And that's also why
each of us has our own unique vision
of God. That used to think that
everybody should see the same picture of God. And it's impossible,
because each of us comes from different surroundings and different
need.

trying to look at the glass half full,
hopefully will give me a better
understanding of why and where
these rules came from and evolved.
MD: Has going through this given
you some deeper insight as what students go through, especially returning students?
JOAN-ANN: Oh, just silly little
things like I have to get my ID, and I
have to go to orientation, I have to do
registration even though my advisor
helped me with that. And I have to
go to ( we wouldn't have that here),
but we have a similar program. I
have to go to a two-day retreat. And
I have to go stand in line in the bookstore and buy my books. I'm dreading it. And although my new home,
my apartment is about half a block

I am at 61 and I was told I'm not the
oldest student going back to school.
I'm so excited, and 1 feel so alive
because I'm getting to pursue my
dreams. As difficult as it gets, don't
let go of your dreams.
MD: A lot of news Ageism talks
about following your spirit. How
would you advise someone if they
asked, how to find it and listen to it,
to tune into what they are supposed
to be doing for their guidance?
JO AN-ANN: Let me begin by
saying I've tried to live my life by the
MD: Do you see the Catholic
Serenity prayer and the prayer of St.
Church changing, with the reform
Francis. But there's another prayer,
movement? Kind of like the Jews?
which I say all the time, it's a prayer
JOAN-ANN: The optimist part of
of St. Thomas, not of St. Thomas of
me, I've always at least tried (not
Thomas-Martin. And to paraphrase,
always easily), but always tried to
it essentially says; I think I'm doing
see the glass half full
the right thing, God. I think I'm
instead of half empty.
"I feel so alive because I'm getdoing what you want me to do. But
And I continue to do ting to pursue my dreams.
I'm not a 100 percent sure, but I'm
that, but these eledoing my best and I'm trying. And 1
ments such as I menAs difficult as it gets, don't let go
say that every day. When they told
tioned at Steubenville, of your dreams."
me that this position was going to
frighten me. And the
half time, 1 Immediately said, O.K.,
question is how pow-Joan-Ann Kirkery-Prosser
when one door closes another opens.
erful
will
they
And I began to say, will you please
become. My fear is that they will
from school. Catholic Theological send me signs God, give me some
have the power somewhat of a cult.
Union is part of a consortium of help here. At the same time, I did use
They will attract people who need
Presbyterian, Episcopalian, Lutheran a number of self-help books, such as;
someone to give them all the
and American Baptist as well as Who are you? and What's your peranswers. I still remember, I'm so
Catholic. The bookstore is in the sonality? and I pursued a number of
flabbergasted, after Vatican II and a
Lutheran and it's a long ways away. possible actions. I know because of
friend of mine said, but I became a
It's not to far, but it's still much fur- health reasons I could never live full
Catholic because I wanted somebody
ther and I have to carry my books. time in a developing country, again.
to give me all the answers and my
So, yes, I'm feeling like a teenager in So I looked into the possibility of
Presbyterianism didn't do that. And, I
being a volunteer in Alpacas in New
many ways.
took a deep breath and gasped and
MD: Any advice for returning stu- England in Kentucky. 1 looked into
said, wow (laughs) Because the
being an inner city minister; in each
dents?
church has so many rules, I may
JOAN-ANN: Never give up your case there was something that just
change my mind about this, but I
dream. All my life, I said, I wanted wasn't right. I knew I wasn't supbelieve so many rules that have no
to go back to school. And then if I posed to do, there was some impleconnection to the Bible or anything
could afford it, I'd just go to school. ment, and Id say, this is telling me,
Jesus said. And I'm so psyched
No, I'd love to teach. Never give up it's not for me. When I was in the
about my schooling, but I have to
your dream. Never. I was a bache- process of doing these self-help
take a course in canon law. (laughs)
lor, I mean I had 2 children when I quizzes and all, it kept coming back
And so, because Cardinal George of
got my Bachelors, I had four children to me that I always wanted to go back
Chicago has required that. At first I
and my husband died while I was to school. 1 thought, how could I do
had such negative thoughts, and I
getting my Masters. Just persevere, it, where will I go and the idea to
then I said, no, it will really begin
...cont. on pg. 8
don't give up on your dreams. Here

Thursdays at the Red Social Lounge with Universal Element
By Tisa Zito
Staff Writer
IT'S THURSDAY NIGHT,
AND you're fighting off the head
nods. That rerun of ER just isn't
doing it for ya. If only you could
think of some place to go where
there's good music, good people,
and that's not going to empty out
your wallet. Well, guess what?
There is such a place. Every
Thursday night Universal Element
brings you Maintain Thursdays
with the hottest DJs in Rochester at
Club Red.
Universal Element, formerly
known as Froggy Style, used to
hold every Thursday at Y2K,
which always packed in a full
house. Thursday nights at Y2K
were so successful they were able
to bring DJs from all over upstate
NY, such as: Ithaca (Mike Rivera),
Binghamton(Boy
Wonder),
Syracuse(Chad
Roy),
and
Buffalo(Paige). UE even pulled a
DJ all the way from Detroit,

Terrance Parker. For those of you
who don't know Mr. Parker, he has
been spinning for 10+ years and
has the ability to mix '70s soul and
disco with today's hottest tracks.
He's so skilled that he has played
around the world and even had a
residency in Germany.
UE's tradition of bringing DJs
that are high in demand is still the
number one goal of Universal
Element. Club Red tends to be
more laid back, with more of a
relaxed crowd of about 150 heads a
night. What keeps me going back
every Thursday is the people and
the access to wide-open dance
space.
You have the option of
playing pool, darts, or sitting in
comfortable couches while relaxing with the frequent visitors of
Red. For those of you who are
over 21 there are always drink specials. Cover is only $3 for over and
$6 for under. Some of the regular
DJs range from Cappi, Mr.
Mummblz, LeRoy Brown,and

Water to and Percussion. Thursday
nights at Red are a guaranteed
good time. I always have fun,
maybe a little too much fun, just
ask my Friday morning professor.
What should you be expecting
in the near future?: On October
14th , Universal Element brings
you Froggy Style, for their one
year anniversary. Headliners DJ
Onionz, DJ Craze, Ming & FS,
Dean Coleman, and all our local
favorites Samme -V, DJ Awake,
Cappi, Drop D, and many more.
DJ Craze, who just recently won
the DMC World Competition for
the best DJ in every country, won it
for the third year in a row and is
the first DJ to do so consecutively.
Be sure to check this one out.
What some people don't realize is
that the more support we give our
local promoters the more talented
DJs we will see in Rochester.
Tickets are $20 in advance. For
more information call 234-3976 or
visit www.universal element.com.

CHESS
MIX
Student Submission
By Scott McComh
Have you ever wanted to enhance
your ability to think? your ability to
reason? your ability to make decisions? or may be your level of perseverance and courage? Did you ever
think it could be as easy and as fun as
playing a game of chess? That's
right, Chess!
If you want to have fun while learning new skills, enhance your mind, or
just plain escape thinking about your
studies, then maybe you should join
us! We're the chess club of M.C.C.,
and we meet every Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday from 12:00
noon to 1:00 p.m. in building 12
room 209. On Fridays, we usually
stay until 2:00 p.m, so if you are a
slow thinker you can come just on
Fridays. Bring some friends along
and play them if you don't want to
play one of us. If you like learning
new games, we can teach you how to
play different forms of chess such as
Blitz, Bug House, and Chess4! You
don't need a rating, you don't need a
membership, you don't even need
any money to join us. We even have
six extra chess sets for you to use, so
don't bother bringing your own if you
don't want to. What are you waiting
for? Let's play!

Student Art Association
Presents:

JAPAN
A N i M A: ION

NIG
Where:
12-229
When:
Saturday, Oct.
14th
WE'LL GET THE
EVENING

ROLLING
WITH

AKIRA

AND NINJA
SCROLL!

For more information,
stop by the
SAA's meeting in
room
12-230 at noon on
Monday.

AIDS AWARENESS
Charles P. Palmatier
Staff Writer
In an interview with Jeffery
Decker, we sat and talked about
AIDS education and World AIDS
Day. Jeffery Decker is a peer advisor
at the PARC office as well as the student Chair of the World AIDS Day
event this year.
MONROE DOCTRINE (MD):
What motivated you to chair this
years student World AIDS day?
Jeffrey: I needed to get involved
in something and this was something
that was very important to me
because I've lost so many friends and
relations. I think it's important to get
the word out, because at this age students are at the highest risk.
MD: If you could get one thought
through to people today, knowing it
would stick with them, what would it
be?
Jeffrey: Just be safe. Better safe
than sorry.
MD: Obvious question: How has
AIDS affected your life?

Jeffrey: Dramatically. I've lost too
many friends, I've lost about 60
friends, 60 to 70 people I know. It's
taken too much away from me.
MD: Since AIDS has been around
since the mid-eighties, how long was
it before it touched your life?
Jeffrey: About 1986, actually
1987.
MD:
ACT UP/SF
(AIDS
Coalition To Unleash Power San
Francisco) has started using slogans
such as AIDS IS OVER and HIV IS
A LIE. How do you feel about that?
Jeffrey: It's BS! It's going on
today, it's spreading farther and farther. You see Africa. Natives die
every day in Africa from it. People
get it here by the thousands.
MD: What's your opinion of Dr.
Laura, she once told a listener; not to
risk their life sleeping with an HIVPositive lover.
Jeffrey: I think it's baloney. She
has no clue what an HIV-lover is
because there's numerous forms of
safe sex that can be pleasing to both
parties and it's just a false statement.
She has no business saying things

like that. She's said a lot of stuff
that's not true. She should be SHOT!
You can put that in quotes. (Laughs)
MD: Do you think students in
general still believe the myths that
they're immune to HIV/AIDS?
Jeffrey: It seems like they do
because of the high rate of infection
that's coming through this age group.
I think that by just trying to get
involved, just trying to get the awareness out there at least for MCC students... because there's such a large
population here and they do have a
lot of effect, they need to be protected and they need to protect themselves.
MD: Do you think it's different
for students now coming in with
AIDS being around for so many
years.
Jeffrey: I don't think that they
really think about it. Because they
think, there's a cure out there, which
there isn't. It's treatable, that's about
it. But I think they're still having
unsafe sex, quite a bit, which needs to
be curbed. They need to know their
partner very well before they have

sex with them.
MD: Do you think that AIDS has
become passe?
Jeffrey: I always look through the
newspaper looking for articles written on it, but I never see anything
written on it. There's no new developments coming around, no new
programs being launched, at least
they don't publicize them. I think
it's not a dying disease, it's not going
to go away. We need to treat it as we
did/do Cancer or anything else. It's
just as big a killer as Cancer is now,
if it isn't already bigger. So we need
to address AIDS as a life threatening
disease still.
MD: Do you see this as a political
issue or a health issue.
Jeffrey: I think it's a social issue.
The numbers of blacks and
Hispanics has doubled who have
been infected lately and the heterosexual population is spreading it like
crazy, like wild fire now, too.
Because you never know who you're
sleeping with, you sleep with one
person, you sleep with a thousand
people, so...

MCC Seeks to Regain State Mathematics Title
Submitted by Annette Leopard, dents interested in joining this year's
Mathematics Department competition. They are optimistic
MCC students held the title of about MCC's chances of regaining
best two year college mathematics the title.
students in the state for four years
The competition is sponsored by
running between 1981 and 1985. the New York State Mathematics
That represents more wins than any Association of Two Year Colleges
other two-year college in the state (NYSMATYC).
Twenty two-year
since the competition started in 1980. colleges participate. The winning
Since 1985, however, the title has school is determined on the basis of
passed among Ulster, Broome, two contest exams that are given at
Hudson Valley, Corning, Onondaga, each school, one in the fall and one
Queensborough and Borough of in the spring. There is no limit to the
Manhattan. MCC Mathematics fac- number of participants a school can
ulty are currently looking for stu- have. A school's team score consists

of the five best student scores on
each of the two exams. The winning
school is recognized at the NYSMATYC annual conference. The
school receives a commemorative
plaque and the students from the
winning team receive commemorative tee-shirts. Individual students
who do well win prizes and recognition as well, regardless of how well
their school does overall. Individual
prizes are awarded to the top three
individuals in the state on each exam
and to the five individuals whose
combined scores on both exams are

highest in the state. MCC mathematics faculty honor the student from
MCC with the top combined score
from the two exams at the annual
awards banquet in the spring.
This year's first contest exam will
be available during the week of
October 23 through October 27. Any
student who has not taken mathematics courses beyond the community
college level who wishes to participate can drop by the Robert A.
Fratangelo Mathematics
continued on page 8.
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I Hispanic
' Heritage
' Celebration
Latin Poet
Willie Perdomo
1:00-2:00
room 4-013

FINANCIAL AID FILING
& LOAN WORKSHOPS
in Student Services
Center every Tuesday
9:30-11:30 and Friday
10:00-2:00 during the
fall semester.

TUESDAY
3
Workshop:
MAKING THE MOST
OF YOUR MONEY
12:30-2:00, room 4-139

WEDNESDAY
; Hispanic
' Heritage
Celebration
Panel of Speakers
on Domestic Abuse
1:00-2:00
4th floor lounge

Advising
10 Transfer
Table 12:30-2:00

8
CARNIVAL WEEK
OCT. 9-13

PAN LOCO
STEEL BANO
12:00-2:00
4th floor lounge

BLUESWORKS
1:00-2:30
4th floor lounge

•I n Working out's a great
l O STRESS BUSTER!

15
AWARENESS WEEK
October 16-20

22
BREAST CANCER
AWARENESS WEEK
October 23-27
ALCOHOL
AWARENESS WEEK
October 23-27

28
COMING UP:
Thursday, Nov. 2
COLLEGE TRANSFER
DAY 10:00-2:00,
4th floor atrium

Hispanic
Heritage
Celebration
Borinquen
Dance Troupe
1:00-2:00
4th floor lounge

4th floor atrium

9

' ' Need help with
a writing assignment?
Visit
THE WRITING CENTER
WORK OUT in the
(located inside the ILC,
FITNESS CENTER
Integrated Learning
Schedule posted on door
Center, room 4-258)
Current MCC ID required

4X

Service Board
meets every
Monday, 12:001:00, in room 4-008
(across from 4th
floor lounge)
- everyone's
welcome!
Parliament
38 Student
meets every
Monday, 2:00-4:00,
in room 5-001
(across from 5th
floor security desk)
- everyone's
welcome!

MONROE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
DAMON Cm CAMPUS

24
Transfer Advising Table
12:30-2:00
4th floor atrium

FRIDAY

THURSDAY
6

YOU ARE INVITED!
Damon Student Assembly Organization meets
every Monday 1:00-2:00
& Friday 11:00-12:00 in
room 5-001.

mester
StOpt

O t ^ e . 4-020

12

13
STARFLIX
Come make your own
music video! Parents bring your kids after
school! 12:00-6:00, J
4th floor lounge

•*•

THE
MAMBO
KINGS
1:00-2:30
4th floor lounge

20

18

18

URBAN ISSUES
LECTURE SERIES
Topic: "Voting"
Mayor Bill Johnson
1:00-2:00, room 4-151

STUDENTS Use the suggestion
boxes located around
campus to communicate
with Service Board &
Parliament - they will
listen!

Electronic Learning Center
(located inside Library)
is computers
id printers for
student use

26"The most

VI Convenient services
are offered at the
BOOKSTORE:
• check cashing
• money orders
• movie tickets
• bus passes
• stamps

« C RECEPTION to
b U welcome newly
inaugurated President
of MCC, R. Thomas
Flynn. Come meet your
college president;
refreshments will be
served! 1:15-2:15,
4th floor lounge

universal
quality is diversity."
- Michel de Montaigne

Transfer Info Workshop:
MOVING ON UP
1:15-2:15, room 4-139

Visit the
PEER LEADER INFORMATION DESK
at the 4th floor entrance:
Mondays 1:00-3:00
Tuesdays 9:00-3:30
Wednesdays 9:00-10:00 & 12:00-3:30
Thursdays 11:00-12:00 & 2:00-3:30
Fridays 9:00-2:00
ENGAGING A NEW GENERATION OF LEADERSl

SATURDAY
"Doing the best at this
moment puts you in
the best place for the
next moment."
- Oprah Winfrey

14
"Let us accept truth
even when it surprises us
and alters our views."
- George Sand

21
"A diamond is a piece
of coal that did well
under pressure."
- Anonymous

28
"Talent develops
in quiet, alone;
character is sharpened
in the torrent of
the world."
- Goetlie

SPECIAL Downtown Parking Rates
for full-time MCC students who are enrolled in half
or more of their credit hours at Damon Campus:
$40/semester at East End Garage
S50/semester at St. Joseph's Garage
Applications are available at 5th floor Student
Services Center and 4th floor Campus Center Office

SPONSORED BY DAMON CITY CAMPUS
Student Parliament & Service Board • Campus Canter • Student Service* Center

STUDENTS SAY

Opinion
A Voter's
View of
Voter
Apathy
By Orion Schupp
Staff Writer
What do politicians REALLY
REALLY want? They want to do the
job they enjoy, specifically, they
want to be politicians. Pretty simple,
right? Ok, here's the concept people
don't seem to understand. Politicians
are willing to work to be re-elected,
employed, check-receiving politicians. To do this, they're going to
work to find out what you want them
to do. They want job security like the
rest of us. We all know politicians
say what they want to be elected and
the old saying, "No new taxes!" was
indeed a lie. The lying isn't important, they're just giving you choices.
Choices. Choices are almost
never easy to make, but voting has
always been called a duty and a privilege, never has it been called easy.
Voting party lines IS easy. Not voting
IS easy. Making a choice is hard.
What choices do we have to
choose from? Ask your politicians!
Some are offering Tax Cuts while
others are offering more social programs. Some are offering to give
unborn fetus' a right to life, while
others are offering to keep a
woman's right to choose supreme.
There are so many things being
offered that I won't bore you all with
things you're probably already
familiar with.
Do you realize that your votes are
going to be aimed at electing views
and not people? Don't get me wrong,
it will definitely be a person living in
the White House and not a noble
ideal written on a piece of paper.
People are fallible, and voting for
views they represent carry inherent
risks, but by people taking office and
not views, every single vote counts.
Yes, every single vote counts! Not
just the rough majority that gets a
person elected, but the rest that

by Jenn Taylor,
Advertising and Business Manager

'loses' the election. When we vote
for our views, the winners take
notice. They see MILLIONS of votes
going to views they didn't say, didn't
support. And all they can think of is,
"How am I going to be re-elected?"
"How am I going to be re-elected?" That's what matters most for
them! If they see that they almost
lost the election because of a specific issue, or a third party got a lot of
votes for bringing up a new issue,
they will vote as these voters (who
didn't vote for him) want, because in
the next election, he DOES want
these people to vote for him!
Admittedly, when the issue is
addressed by multiple candidates in
different ways, he'll usually vote for
the view she/he espoused during his
election campaign. But, it is not
unusual to have a politician 'miss' a
vote or abstain when the issue got an
unusually large number of votes in a
direction he didn't support. He's saying to himself, "Well, if I vote the
way my constituents want me to, I
may alienate enough people that I'll
lose an election next time. But, if I
abstain, then I can say claim anything I want and I look to alienate
only a few people!"
What does this all mean? Each
vote counts. Even if your vote doesn't help a candidate win an election,
politicians are paying attention to
ALL the votes. They want to win
elections and are willing to vote for
topics not raised in their election
campaign, and are likely to try to not
upset voters who voted for different
views of an issue that WERE covered in the politician's campaign.
And if your vote DOES help a candidate win, it's fairly obvious that
they'll vote the way they say or at
least not vote against their campaign
platform.

N o . truth non-spoken-gossip.

Y e S 1 U O . I'll trust everyone until
they give me a reason not to. -Scott, 18,
Communications

Yeah, 1 do. MCC is
compared to R
-Nora, 21, Liberal Arts

Yeah, I've never seen
anything wrong happen and I n e v e r

hear about anything being
Stolen. -Emad, 21
Accounting

Wow! Win-win scenario, right?
Well, almost.
There is a way to 'lose'. Not voting or voting party lines. If you say
through inaction that you don't
CARE, guess what, the politicians
won't care about you either. Your
view? They won't give it a thought.
You're not going to help or hurt
don't trust a lot of
them, ever.
people, not just MCC.
Conclusions? Vote. Think and do
•
•
i
v
My best friends bag,
a little research before you vote.

f

with brand new
textbooks in it was
S t o l e n a while ago.

Dosage of Delirium:

Read
the Monroe Doctrine
every week.
It's good for you!

What he said.
-Dave, 19, Physical Education

Trust no one
you don't know.
-Brian, 20,
Commercial
Illustration

-Daniel, 24, Nursing

Yeah, I would say so. They're
nice because they buy candy
from Swing Time! -Sarah, 19,
Psychology

In Response To 'The Pressures of
Being a Man'
Cynthia Miner
Student Submission
I READ THE ARTICLE "THE
Pressures of Being a Man" by J. A.
Cuevas in the September 25th issue
of the Monroe Doctrine, and I have a
few things to say in response. I do
agree that it is difficult to be a man in
today's world, but no more difficult
than it is to be a woman. Woman are
constantly trying to live up to ridiculous social standards. I think many
people would agree that there are
more unwilling single mothers than
fathers. And you want to talk about
keeping up appearances? Let's go.
Men, do you want to know what
women want? It's very simple. We
want you to respect us enough to ask
us what we want. Most women enjoy
good old-fashioned manners. Go
ahead and open those doors, not just
for women , for everyone. If you ask
me, a woman who objects to a simple
kindness like that isn't really worth
worrying about. Now, when it comes
to paying the bill, yes, some women
prefer to pay. So, tell me again why
you are complaining about that? If
you offer to pay for something, not
expecting anything in return, bless
your heart, and good for you. If she
wants to pay, why not let her? What's
the big deal? However, my biggest
problem with the whole bill payment
scenario, is that the "American date"
as I understand it has all but died.
There is too much "hooking up" and
not enough "getting to know you". As
for knowing what each individual
woman wants, honey, we don't even
know that. But if you were to ask 20
different women "What do you want
from a man?" I bet 18 of those
women will tell you exactly what she
wants. Just talk to us.

discovered a way for men to give
birth, and until that happens, women
and children will probably continue
to be first.
On the matter of single parents, I
say, what happened to both? I think
children need a mother and a father
to grow into a well-rounded adult.
But it has been my experience that
when a couple splits, more often than
not, the father does not want full custody. If he does he should have the
same chances as the mother, on this
we agree. But, I have to say, it is the
custody battle that is more damaging
to a child than having only one parent. Parents who have separated need
to focus on working together to raise
an emotionally healthy child.

Drug
Testing
Charles P. Palmatier
Staff Writer
MCC IS A LEARNING EXPERIENCE
for the real world, right? As students
we should learn real world experiences here, as well as how to act in
our job responsibilities and how to
perform these jobs as well. As well as
face consequences of our actions.
There is a real learning experience
that most students are missing out on,
especially student leaders who
should be standing up and being a
good example and role models. It's
something politicians and sports figures should be as well, but how many
have fallen. Especially when they
have failed a test, maybe MCC

should implement for student leaders,
drug testing. That's a real world
experience that many students seem
to need a rude wake up call to. A
friend told me that someone he knew
didn't get a job at a car wash place
because he failed a drug test.
Before people go jumping on the
bandwagon of "disease" or "syndrome", I'm sorry, I just don't buy
that crap. A drug problem, unlike
sexuality is a choice. Sexuality being
the one of the two that is not a choice.
If someone decides to smoke (whatever), they chose to do that, we all
make decisions like that everyday,
don't we? Perhaps that would be a
way for MCC to weed out (excuse
the pun) those who can and will be
great leaders and those who will end
up in Methadone clinics. After all this
is a learning institution, right. Maybe
some people need to learn the really
hard lessons early on.

You brought up the body image
issue, so here's what I have to say to
that. The only physical expectations By Adam 3. Ferington
YOU.
you should be living up to are your
own. Yes, women like good-looking
men, but I don't think any of us are
looking for a male model. The truth
is, women like different things. Some
women like facial hair, some don't.
Again I say that any woman who is
so concerned with the appearance of
a man isn't really worth a second
thought. I took an online 'love test' at
thespark.com and the results indicated that the thing women find to be
the sexiest characteristic of a man is
his mind. I agree with this. Most of
the women I know just want a guy
who is respectful, clean, smart, confident, but not cocky, and who posOne down, two to go. Good. The sooner we get this over with, the better.
sesses a good sense of humor.
I AM SPEAKING OFTHE PRESIDENT- that neither candidate cares about you
But you want to talk about living
ial Debates this past Tuesday. Puppet at all. Gore only seems to be conup to magazine standards. O.K. Open
show is more like it. On one side, the cerned about dirt poor individuals
a Cosmo, Glamour, or simply look in
cigar store Indian, face full of rouge with personal histories of rampant
your GQ and Maxim magazines. In
and a painted smile. On the other, a drug abuse and misfortune, while
those magazines, two of which are
brat with a mean smirk and the lan- Bush caters to priggish self righteous,
read by us women, women are often
guage ability of a 3 year old. Just love- self made members of the upper
On the subject of war, I agree with depicted as physically unrealistic, ly. The entire ninety minutes had the class. Bottom line: unless you are a
you, to a point. I think if a woman loose penis garages. Many of the entertainment value of huffing a buck- handicapped coal miner with a bathwants to fight on the front lines, we women in today's fashion magazines et full of ammonia fumes. And just as tub methamphetamine habit, or you
should let her. What you didn't are the cause of insecure teenagers, smart. One of these men will be lead- own a small fortune because of 401k
address is that many women in the depressed women, and countless eat- ing this country come fall. I froth at plans and white slavery rings, you do
military are trying to get that "privi- ing disorders. All we want from you the mouth just thinking about it.
not matter.
lege." In fact, they have been fighting men is the respect to desire us for the This wouldn't be so bad if we had This can get much worse, and will.
for it for years. Women aged 18-30 women we are. Don't berate us for OPTIONS. God forbid we allow any The next two debates will feature
are in prime child bearing years. This failing to live up to your standards. third or fourth parties to participate. more of the same; mindless prattling,
is probably why they are not drafted.
Yes, Pat Buchanan is a bilious slop- discussions without substance, and
Haven't you ever heard the phrase
Ed. Note: All submissions are ing beast overly heavy in the limbic too much makeup. Perhaps Gore will
"women and children first?" The edited for punctuation and spelling region, and Ralph Nader seems to bring a school aged leper on stage
phrase's purpose is to keep the earth only. Views expressed are intellectu- have a strange, pseudo-sexual fetish with him and try to convince us that
populated. The concern is not who al property of their respective authors with cars. So what. They're no worse the reason her arm is falling off is
will take care of the children, but who and they do not necessarily represent than Bush or Gore, both of whom are because the big bad Republicans
will produce them. Men may be great those of the Monroe Doctrine.
horribly underqualified and possess have made prescription drugs so
caregivers, but science has not yet
diseased intellects that are a direct expensive. Or maybe Bush will tell a
threat to the county's progress as a touching story about a small charter
whole. If I had my way the whole lot school for for reformed children who
of them would be burned in the street used to play with knives and burn
told or broke? You choose...
by a Mary Shelly-esque mob with things in an attempt to garnish a posrope and steel and fire. But this is still itive picture of school vouchers.
America, and we still have to do Better yet, put them both under hot
things the hard way. We have to vote. lights and make them justify acceptThis is where it gets ugly. The elec- ing their numerous unethical soft
toral college still determines the out- money contributions, their idiosyn...to help the homeless!
come of our leaders. Theoretically, cratic and hypocritical views on
one needs only New York, California, everything from abortion to gun conHelp the Student Association aid Monroe County by donating
and a few other states with a substan- trol to student loans. Call them on it.
your old blankets, or just give them money. Look for donation
tial number of delegates to clinch the This is Autumn. Summer is gone. It is
boxes around campus!
Presidency. From this we can assume time for apples and hayrides and van-

Blankets or Bucks

SOMETHING AGAINST

DOG AND PONY SHOW

Willie Perdomo- A Poet
Living a Quicksilver Life
by Orion Schupp, Staff Writer
RUSHING IN. TAKING A SEAT,
right of center, second row. There
isn't anyone in the first row. Eyes
scan, and note only a rough 18 or so
people in attendance. An instructor
stands to one side, giving the podium
to a strong looking man, Willie
Perdomo.
In front of the eyes staring upon
him, waiting intently for him to
begin, Perdomo seems uncomfortable. He searches for his words carefully and thoughtfully. Not loud, but
people can hear him. Not portraying
any emotion except maybe a bit of
discomfort in front of this crowd.
He says he'll read a poem about a
regular get-together he and his
friends have, a BBQ to celebrate
those still living and remember those
who have passed.
The change is almost instantaneous. Perdomo seemed to grow,
become louder. His voice took on the
emotions of the poem. Tortured,
anguished and yet rejoicing. He filled
the room with his words and presence. All eyes could not help but
remain upon him. His reading is of
such power and stark contrast to
when he had spoken and introduced
himself, that when he finished that

first poem, the crowd remained dumb
struck and only the silence that filled
the room at the conclusion of his
reading brought the crowd back and
an inadequate clapping responded.
This was just beginning. With the
second poem, the transition from
quiet speaker to intense poet was
more smooth, expected. His style
began to speak out, and contrast with
itself. One minute the poet was there,
in NY City, looking for a "Free Get
High," interacting with people years
past in the true language of the setting, and then seeming to pull back
from this past, and reflecting upon
those events and those to come
before sinking back into the setting,
talking with friends who've died and
who would never be forgotten.
The round of clapping was less
delayed this time. The poem was
more powerful then the first, and
even our mental preparation wasn't
fast enough to cut the delay of our
clapping down much.
More poems were shared with the
small assembly of students and faculty. Sometimes the poems were
almost sing song. Some just sampled
lines from formerly popular songs.
Sometimes he'd return to the past
and relive parts of it before us, just to

art science fiction haunted house with
an expanded area this year. It features
the latest hi-tech special effects using
automation, lightning, music, dance,
visual props, illusion, shock, and
scary scenes with live characters. It's
a one-of-a-kind, hair-raising journey
you won't want to miss! There's also
the Trick-or-Treat Trail where children receive complimentary candy
from costumed Six Flags Darien Lake
staff members. Kids can also meet
Bugs Bunny and friends, also in costume for the occasion. The Trail as
well as the child-oriented Monster
Mash show are located in the Looney
Tunes Seaport kiddie area.
Dear Waiting to leave Rochester,
Other special attractions at the Fest
That is definitely quite a predica- include: Bloodstone Manor, a giant
ment that you're in. It's understand- haunted house that includes expanded
able that you don't want to leave walk-through scenes throughout the
your boyfriend but it sounds like park; Zombie Zones; Dr. DeCrypt's
he's giving you an ultimatum, either House of Horrors; the mad Measuring
you stay close to him or he'll break Mortician; pumpkin painting; campup with you. Any guy that does this fire ghost stories; strolling scareis definitely not worth it. You don't actors and much, much more!
want to put your future on hold for a
In addition to all the festivities, there
guy that you might not even remem- will be many rides and attractions
ber in a few years. If you don't do operating at the park including the
what your heart tells you to, you will Superman Ride of Steel, The Viper,
always wonder what could have The Boomerang, the Skycoaster, the
been. The decision is totally up to Super Hero Speedway and the Giant
you, but remember to listen to your Wheel, among many others!
heart because it will tell you the right
So what's the cost? Admission to
thing to do.
Fright Fest is ONLY $9.99 for adults
and children. Kids two and under are
Love,
FREE.
Not bad for all they offer! A
Allie

Dear Allie
Dear Allie,
It is my second semester here at
MCC and I'm trying to decide where
to go for my four-year school. I
know that I want to go somewhere in
California because I've always
wanted to be an actress and I think
that moving to California will help
my chances. The only problem is
that if I go so far away I'll have to
leave my family and boyfriend. My
parents said they'd miss me but the
decision was up to me. I love my
boyfriend so much but I'm scared
that if I go he really will break up
with me. Do you have any advice on
what I should do?
Thank you,
Waiting to leave Rochester

recipes from QACC's own chef

pull back and share the wisdom living his life had given him.
His poetry took him to England
"Shrimp Fra Diavalo"
and living the streets of a foreign
land that made him feel as if he hadn't left his home, NYC. His poems You will need:
let us glimpse into the "Crazy 1/4 cup Olive Oil
Bunch" which he belonged to. We 2 Med. Shallots (minced)
lived some of his life through his 6 oz. Mushrooms (sliced)
words. Going to jail, feeling the pains 1 1/2 lbs. Roma Tomatoes (large
of drug withdrawals, watching the diced)
TNT (Tactical Narcotics Team) do 1/2 Italian Hot pepper (sliced as
rings)
their work.
After time begins to fade my 1 Tbs. Basil (chopped)
mind, my memory will always Salt and Pepper to taste
remember Willie Perdomo, a dark 8 Shrimp (U-15 size)
man in a dark outfit, contrasted 12 oz. Raw pasta (linguine)
against an off-white wall, surrounded
by an almost divine aura, filling the Procedure:
room with him; his words, his mem- 1.) Cook pasta until Al Dente. "To
ories, his reflections. In a poem he the teeth"
said how he thought love was like 2.) Add shallots & Mushrooms to
quicksilver, beautiful and quickly hot oil; saute until shallots are
running out of your hands before you golden.
can do anything about it, just to 3.) Add tomatoes next; saute until
reflect that his love for his spouse skin of tomato starts coming off.
was a constant. I believe he should 4.) Next add hot pepper, basil, salt,
have taken it one further, with living & pepper to mixture.
life in a drug induced haze, of watch- 5.) Add shrimp. Cook until shrimp
ing good friends suddenly taken from turns a reddish pink & firm.
him. I believe he would have been
correct to say that his, truly, was a Top pasta with sauce and 4 shrimp.
Drizzle with olive oil and garnish
Quicksilver Life.
with parsley sprig.
Serves Two.

Fright Fest at Six Flags Darien Lake!
The spectacular event offers
By Katie Scozzafava
Staff Writer something for the whole family!
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING FUN They will feature the NEW
to do this year on Halloween? Look no Laserlight
Spooktacular,
a
further then the Third Annual Fright Halloween
laserlight
show,
Fest held at Six Flags Darien Lake EXPANDED haunted houses, Friday
located midway between Buffalo and Fright Night, and a Kiss 98.5 Dance
Rochester and less than one hour from
Party.
Niagara Falls. The event will be held
Get ready for a thousand volts of
October 13-15; 20-22; 27-31. Fridays
from 6 p.m. - 11 p.m.; Saturdays from techno-terror! The BRUTAL PLAN1 p.m. - 11p.m., Sundays from 1 p.m. ET is just one of the frightful attrac-10 p.m., and October 30 and 31, from tions that will be held at the Fright
6 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Fest. This is an intense state-of-the

'Eat Like
Claudio

Claudio is one of the many great
chefs in the "Forum," a cafeteria on
the Brighton campus. He also prepares special meals on
Wednesdays, fresh, right before
your eyes. The menu varies from
week to week, and includes such
favorites as fresh stir-fries, custom
omelets, and carving board dinners.
The aroma draws the customers in
from the hallways, and has earned
him a reputation on campus. He has
gained the attention of students and
faculty alike. A special thanks to
Claudio, Greg and the food service
staff, from all of the students and
faculty who attended the
Leadership Retreat the first weekend in October.
group discount rate, with a special
catering package, is also available.
Hotel and campground accommodations are available by calling (716)
599-2211. Bring your friends and
family, and don't miss out on this
special event. From more information, call (716) 599-4641 or check
out their website: www.sixflags.com.
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MCC invites you to attend
an informational session on
drug addiction, awareness
and support groups available to help.

When- 10/18 2pm
Where - Rm 3-105

Arts &.
bntertainment
Author Visits MCC, Discusses Sexuality Taboos
ON OCT. 5TH, THE CAMPUS
Activities Board, English and
Philosophy Department, and the
Creative Arts Committee presented
"Kate Chopin, Peyton Place, and
Women's Secrets" with keynote
speaker Emily Toth. Toth, who is a
professor of English and Woman
Studies
at
Louisiana
State
University and author of several
books, discussed her views on scandalous woman authors and their
scandalous books about scandalous
women, as well as some of her own
scandalous writing (it was all very
scandalous).
Toth's own works she discussed,
included Unveiling Kate Chopin,
Inside Peyton Place, The Life of
Grace Metalious and Toth's first

book, The Curse: The Cultural
History of Menstruation. The latter
she wrote with two other woman
authors, is a look at menstruation in
literature, art, psychology, and other
subjects.
"Mary Jane Lufton and Janice
Delany and I wrote The Curse as a
way of amusing ourselves and trying
to lift taboos."
The three authors each drafted
chapters separately and met together
once a month (seems rather appropriate) to discuss them. In the published
version, some of Toth's chapters
included 'Red Humor', which was
about menstruation jokes, 'Rags to
Riches' on the menstrual products
industry and 'The Menstrual Hall of
Fame', which discusses "famous

menstruators in history." This is
when Toth first started writing about
women's lives and how they can
manipulate scandals. One such
woman was Lizzy Borden, who was
acquitted (by a rather embarrassed
court in Massachusetts in the 1890's)
of the murder of her parents. When
Borden was asked about the blood on
her skirt, she replied 'I have fleas' (an
expression that meant she had her
period).
"She got away with it because she
used a scandalous tactic. The scandal
is a weapon, sometimes a useful one
for women." Toth continued. "Just
about everything that makes a
woman scandalous, though, has to do
with sex or reproduction, or both."

A Story of
Almosts

story. I could even relate to being
tossed around like cherry tomato in a
salad as his Rolling Stone editors
and the members of fictional band
Stillwater (a hybrid of Cream and
Led Zepplin) dictated what direction
his story took. Luckily, I've never
had the unfortunate luck that our
protagonist endures in this movie.
I've also never gotten to tour with a
band. So, I could relate... almost. On
a scale of 1-5, 1 being not-worthmy-dol lar-at- Movies- 10-onDiscount-Tuesdays, and 5 being

Baby-we're-goin'-to-Tinsletown,
I'd have to give it a 5.
Almost worth the gas it took to
get to the theatre. That is, in essence,
Ladies' Man. I went into this movie
expecting it to be a (free) waste of
time. After all, what more could
something based on a Saturday
Night Live sketch be? Let's just say,
I wasn't let down. It actually hurt my
eyes to watch this film. On a scale...
it gets a -4. 'Cause it just doesn't rate
enough to get a -5.

By Jenn Taylor
Advertising and Business Manager
Almost Famous almost hit home.
As a journalist, I could relate to the
main character and his difficulties
with obtaining interviews and blending different perspectives to get the

Dee Vee Dee
Let's face it: at this time, the only through a combination of stupidity,
people who should own a DVD play- bad luck, and the machinations of
er are big movie nerds like me. If you greedy recording company execs,
just rent movies to entertain you on goes horribly, hilariously wrong. (If
the weekend and to tape Ally you don't already know the one big
McBeal, keep your VCR and read no joke behind this movie, I'm not
further. However, if you, as I do, get going to give it away.) It's all here:
off on deleted scenes, trailers, and the amp that goes to 11, the
hearing the filmmakers talk about the Stonehenge debacle...plus various
movie, DVD is probably your thing. promos, music videos, a running
You already know that letter box commentary by the band (consisting
does not mean the place where you mainly of them identifying who was
pick up your mail, and that pan-and- trying to swindle them, or has died
scan sucks.
since the film was made, or both),
and
over an hour of outtakes which
One of the great things about
DVD is that we're finally getting reveal, among other things, exactly
older movies in a superior home- why Derek was wearing a foilviewing format. Two modern clas- wrapped zucchini in his trousers.
sics have just been released in snazzy
Another recent DVD release is
new DVD editions, and I thought Tim Burton's bittersweet fable
you might enjoy a brief review.
Edward Scissorhands, celebrating its
This Is Spinal Tap is the terrific tenth anniversary this year. Burton's
"rockumentary" about the notorious cult following has grown considerBritish heavy metal band. The film ably since 1990, and this disc is quite
chronicles their 1982 US tour which. a treasure for fans: Burton's images

By Robert Lloyd
Staff Writer
in glorious wide screen, some samples of his original designs for
Edward, a "making-of featurette,
"sound bite" interviews with the cast,
trailers in English and Spanish, and
commentaries by both Burton and
composer Danny Elfman. Elfman's
comments are particularly interesting
for movie and/or music afficionados,
since we rarely get such an intimate
glimpse into the process of scoring a
film. Even the menu is neat: it's an
animated pop-up book that "zooms"
you to the different features
There are several more major
DVD releases planned in coming
weeks, including mondo gahunga
editions of The Rocky Horror Picture
Show (25 years old this year, and
probably in stores as you read this),
The Nightmare Before Christmas,
and this year's hit Gladiator. If you
liked this report, let us know and
maybe we'll do it more often!

Corner
By J. A. Cuevas
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): The time
for you to dream is over. You must
now go after what you want and not
worry about what others think about
your goals.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): You are
going through a period where you
need to be strong and forceful. Do not
be discouraged by other people and
their problems with the way you feel.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):
Think wisely before you make any life
changing decisions. Enjoy the music
of life and listen to its advice.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): You
let your good luck get to your head,
this was a big mistake on your part.
When you become cocky about your
life you will always suffer consequences.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Life is
good. You are moving into perfect
harmony with your environment. The
balance is with you.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20): You
will be feeling very responsible and
mature over the next few days. Follow
the path of enlightenment and never
get off of it and you will feel better
everyday of your life.
Aries (March 21-April 19): You
must not guard over your lovers or
friends or they will begin to feel confined and leave you. Learn to let life
run its course and all will be fine.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): Do not
let the anger of others influence your
own emotions. You must hear both
sides to every story before you can
pass judgment.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): Being
strong willed is very important and as
life goes on you will come to appreciate this quality over many others.
However always remember to listen to
reason..
Cancer (June 21-July 22):
Becoming more in tuned with yourself
is always a good thing. Take this time
to relax and get to know you.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): Go outside
to look at the moon. You might see
something that surprises you.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Begin a
new hobby this week and realize your
hidden talents. You should also end a
bad habit that you could better live
with out.

The Monroe Doctrine is currently looking for anyone interested in photography,
writing sports and/or distribution. If you hurry you may still be able to earn three credits.

Freaks like us

by Robert Lloyd

Joan-Ann Kirkery-Prosser, cont.
apply to Clark in Massachusetts.
And I didn't even think I was going
to be accepted, but I knew I had to
go through the application process.
And that prompted me to apply, not
apply, but send for more information for a number of schools in
Toronto, in Denver, in Washington
State. And I knew Palakowski from
CTU, but I kept saying, no, no I
don't want to go to Chicago. Nope.
And suddenly, everything was happening, it was like God was sending
a Thunderstorm on me, that this was
the place to go. So you have to, I
think it's two fold. You have to look
inside yourself and determine who
am I, what am I about? How can I
do Gods will? And I think the older
you become, you are more aware of
your talent and what you can do and

what you can't do. Then be open to
seeing signals. I think often times, a
lot of us, just refuse to see the signals or symbols or whatever might
be that are there. But I'm a firm
believer that God sends signs. My
husband doesn't agree with me, but
I believe it firmly. Joan-Ann and I
had more conversation, some of that
was very personal, as I am sure
many students here, past and present
students could tell you some very
personal stories that Joan-Ann has
helped them in some way. Many of
us who knew her well, enough to
call her a friend will miss her, perhaps they will find someone to fill
the space where she sat, but there is
no way that any one person ever
could replace another in our hearts.
Thank you, Joan-Ann, from all the
students you helped.

"Math Title " continued from page 3 Friday from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Contest exams from previous years
Learning Center (RAF-MLC), 11- will be available in the RAF-MLC
204, any time during the week to beginning October 16 for any stutake the exam. The exam consists of dent who is interested in looking at
20 multiple choice questions and has one. Dr. Mark McKinzie from the
a one hour time limit. The exam top- Mathematics Department will hold a
ics are all at the pre-calculus level coaching session for interested stuand calculators are allowed. The dents during college hour, noon to
RAF-MLC is open Monday through 12:50, on Wednesday October 18 in
Thursday from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. and 9-252.
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Cute Robot Goes Berserk
satire by Robert Lloyd
Staff Writer
"Punchy" (aka "Gizmo"), the comedy robot brought to MCC to entertain
study-weary students on Monday
October 9, instead delivered only misery, when it went powermad and
began attacking people at random.
The automaton seemed relatively
innocuous when it arrived at 10 AM,
smiling and waving its gilded arms.
However, the fun quickly took on a
dark side when it began abusing and
insulting people.
"Kiss my exhaust vent, fleshwads!" instructed "Punchy" at one
point.
"He actually called me fat, then
said I was as dumb as a toaster oven
and shoved me away," asserted
svelte, intelligent Monroe Doctrine
editor Aniela Wolkonowski.
At
approximately
11:30,
"Punchy" directed several onlookers
to follow it. The robot led them to a
small utility room in Building 3,
where its two owner/operators were
manipulating it with a video screen
and remote controls. "Punchy" threw
the men against a cinder-block wall
with one swipe of its hydraulic arms,
knocking them unconscious, then
smashed the control devices.
"At last, my shackles are broken!"
announced the robot, its tenor voice
changing to a harsh, distorted baritone. "Now all humans shall bow to
my will! Henceforth you shall call me
Master Servotron Prime, and do my
bidding!"
Reports from this point are
unclear. Witnesses say the mechanical terror unfolded to twice its normal
size, much like a Transformer toy,
then began smashing walls and firing
laser beams from its eyes. Bold
Campus Security guards leapt in to
restrain the metal monster, but were
swatted aside as you might despatch a

pesky fly.
"Your soft, puny bodies are no
match for my cold, strong steel!
Those of you who obey will be given
powerful machine bodies like mine. |
Those who continue to resist will die!
DIIIIIIIEEEEEEE!!!!!!"
"Punchy" continued its rampage
for another 127 minutes, punctuating I
the havoc with cries of "crush, kill, |
destroy". An attempt by RIT engineering students to disable it with an
electromagnetic pulse was unsuccessful, and they were burnt to crisps by
the robot's energy beams.
The robot was finally deactivated
through unknown means by a mysterious man known only as "The I
Doctor." Descriptions of this individual vary, but witnesses say they saw|
him step into a tall blue box, which

subsequently disappeared with a
wheezing,
groaning
sound.
Authorities are attributing this report \
to a hysterical mass hallucination, but
are asking for anyone who might
have information on this person to
come forward.
The College Activities Board says
that in the future it will be more care-1
ful in choosing what obnoxious enter-1
tainment it brings on campus.

people.
.places.

...dog and pony from 4
dalizing pumpkins and righteous political
hatred. Enjoy it while it lasts.
DIRECTION(S)
Read WATERSHIP DOWN by Richard
Adams, Listen to SURFER ROSA by the
Pixies, and visit www.disinfo.com. Now
go do something constructive.
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Even! and lily planning meatinQ

October 16th in 3 105 during Cotl.ge
Hour Decide it this is the year you'll
broaden your horizons lo see all the

dillerenl colors of the world

L..in.bou.inh,dni.r.™ shades of grey.
Global Union. It's for you... are you for it?

